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III• NOMENCLATURE

The notations used in this thesis are summarized below:

§1gLbg Definition

¢ potential function

\p° stream function

x,y Cartesian coordinates in physical plane

z complex variable in physical plane

ZZ complex variable in auxilliary plane

w complex variable in distorted hodograph plane
u,v‘ velocity components in x and y directions respectively

q magnitude of velocity _

Q direction of velocity in physical plane

H velocity vector

H magnitude of distorted velocity

qu magnitude of velocity at infinity

velocity of undisturbed incompressible flow

p pressure

p density
a speed of sound

Y ratio of specific heats -
M Mach number

Mu, freestream Mach number

GM) complex potential of flow around circle in { -plane

Q complex pctential of compressible fluid flow

ä es
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§@_gl_ Definition

[" circulation of incompressible flow

ai angle of attack of incompressible flow around circle

0. angle of attack of compressible flow around airfoil

f(?;),w(C) analytic functions
c0(z§) conformal mapping of exterior of circle onto exterior

of Joukowski profile

R radius of circle in {-plane

6 variable between O and 21r

C constant in Joukowski mapping

B ,D auxilliary constants
n n

k,K,P,Q,L constants
h

/4 constant angle in C-plane

O,l as subscripts, particular values of variables

[ [ with symbol, absolute value
__ over term, complex conjugate
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IV. INTRODUCTION

The fundamental equations of fluid motion are non-linear partial

differential equations. As yet, a general method for the treatment of

non-linear partial differential equations does not exist. Numerical
—

methods of solution are generally rather laborious and hardly ever

yield results of a general nature. The time required to compute numeri-

cal solutions is generally prohibitive to the engineer and, as a conse-

quence, considerable attention has been given to approximate analytical

methods.

In attacking the problem of the flow of particular fluids, certain

simplifying assumptions can be made which will allow approximate solu-

tions to be obtained. The forces which affect a fluid particle are

forces due to pressure, inertia, and friction. Ludwig Prandtl pointd

out in 1904 that for the flow of a gas, such as air, around a rigid

body, the effects of friction are generally confined to a very thin

layer next to the boundaries of the rigid body and outside the boundary

layer the flow approximates very closely the flow of a perfect or non-

viscous fluid. Therefore, the effects of friction can be isolated and

the flow of the air outside of the boundary layer considered to be non-

viscous. Another assumption which generally must be made to simplify
d

the problem is that the flow be steady. This means that, at any fixed

point in the flow field, no physical quantity such as velocity, tempera-
‘ ture, or density shall vary with time. A consequence of this assumption

is that the streamlines of the flow picture remain motionless in space.
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In analyzing the flow of a gas, an additional complication enters

the problem when the flow velocity is increased until its magnitude be-

comes appreciable when compared to the speed of propagation of sound

waves in the gas, This complication is due to the effect of the come

pressibility of the gas, At very low speeds the flow of air can be con-

sidered to be incompressible which means that its density would not vary

from point to point in the flow field, For the flow about an airplane

wing under these conditions the pressure changes at any point on the

‘ wing are proportional to the square of the speed, However, at a auffi-

ciently high speed, this relation would indicate a negative absolute

pressure over the top of the wing, which of course, is impossible, Hence

this simple relation connecting pressure difference and the square of

the speed can no longer be true and a further investigation of the prob-

lem is necessary, In this investigation, the air must be regarded as

compressible, with a density that varies from point to point round theprofile, ,
Since the lift of a wing is obtained as a direct integration of the

pressures which act over its surface, it would be very advantageous to

be able to obtain the pressure distribution over an arbitrary airfoil

shape in a subsonic compressible flow field, Two methods have recently

been advanced to obtain the pressure distribution over airfoil shapes,

but, so far, they have been applied only to the symmetrical type airfoil

profile, The first method, proposed by Bers (reference A), reduces the

problem to a norplinear integral equation which can be solved numerically

by an iteration method, This method of obtaining a solution is time
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consuming and extremely tedious. The second method, proposed by Gel-

bart (reference 7), is an approximate method of establishing the flow

around a given body to a very high degree of accuracy. The method de-

pends not on an integral equation, but on the transformation from the

hodograph plane (in which the coordinates are the magnitude and inclina-

tion of the velocity vector) to the physical plane involving the deter-

mination of an arbitrary analytic function. The determination of the

arbitrary analytic function by elementary means results in a close

approximation of the given body.

It is the purpose of this thesis to apply the method proposed by

Gelbart in the computation of the velocity distribution and over, not

a symetrical, but an arbitramy shaped Joukowsky type airfoil profile.

It is assumed that the airflow over the profile is two-dimensional, non-

viscous, steady, and compressible. The solution is restricted to the

case where the flow velocity is everywhere less than the speed of sound

by the introduction of the linearized pressure-density relationship

proposed by Karman and Tsien (reference 13).
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V. FUNDAMNTAL CONCEPTS AND RELATIONS

The four fundamental laws governing the steady, two-dimensional,

irrotational flow of an ideal fluid are: The equation of state,

p = kd) (1)
where p is the pressure, p the density, Y the ratio of the specific

beats, and k a constant: Bernoulli's equation,

EE + J/fép
= constant (2)

the continuity equation, ‘ .

d1v(£ a) ·= 0 (2)po
and the ciroulation equation,

ddrl (di) = 0 (4)
where q is the magnitude of the velocity vector ä.

The general procedure used in attacking fluid flow problems of

this type is to combine the above four fundamental laws in such a way

as to give one equation in one unknown which governs the motion of the

fluid, The velocity potential, ¢, is introducd such that
( = ll and = v (5)

Y where u and v are the velocity components in the x and y directions

respectively• If equation (4) is written

it is obvious that by substituting expressions (5) for u and v in

equation (6) that the potential function satisfies the circulation

equation• d
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The equation of continuity, equation (3), can be written

ä (ä:) (S:) =¤ <7>
This equation will be satisfied if the stream function,\U , is intro-

' duced such that,

and (8)
From the relations (5) and (8), by eliminating u and v, it is seen

that -

a pé
(9)

By using these relations and the fact that a2 = dp/dp where "a" is

the velocity of sound, equations (l) to (4) may be combined to yield ‘

the single equation

This equation is non-linear and a general solution does not exist.

The Russian mathematician, Chaplygin (reference 5), was the first

to recognize (1904) that a change of the independent variables x and y

to the hodograph coordinates q and Q transforms the non-linear equation

to a linear one. It may appear that a method able to transform the

equation of motion into a linear equation renders all previous approxi-

mate methods obsolete. This, however, is not the case. The hodograph

method has one inherent difficulty: the boundary conditions are diffi-

cult to satisfy. This difficulty is basically due to the fact that the

physical boundary conditions are given by equations involving only x and

y. The shape of an airfoil, for example, is a geometrically defined i
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region in the x,y system. It is generally difficult to find a solution

in the hodograph plane which satisfies given boundary conditions in the
X

. physical plane. There exist exact solutions for certain simple boundary

conditions such as the problem of flow around a sharp corner but, in

general, approximate methods must be used to overcome the difficulty of

satisfying given boundary conditions. An approximate method of solving

the flow around given airfoil shapes, proposed by Gelbart (reference 7),

_ appears to be very practical for engineering use and is usd in this

thesis.
‘

From equations (1) and (2) the following fundamental relations are

obtained:
a2 = ag - IE} q2 (ll)

.1 2
Y 2„po (1.,%-,1%) Y-1 (12)

ac

Q. 1 Y1 2 (13)
o

Q **2** Q2,-E1 Q2 on
2

where M is the Mach number and the subscript o indicates values at a

stagnation point where the velocity q is zero. It is convenient to

normlize the constants so that po = ao ¤ 1. This is equivalent to

introducing the dimensionless variables p/po and q/ao.
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VI. THE HODOGRAPH METHOD

It has been previously noted that the continuity equation gives

rise to the potential function, {Ö, and that the circulation equation

gives rise to the stream function, Q! .

Now, from equations (5),

dy) = dx + dy

= u dx + v dy (15)
and from equations (8),

d\V¤ g-il dx + dy

(16)
1

If the magnitude of the velocity at a point x,y of the flow is q

and the angle of inclination with the x axis is Q, then u = q cos G

and v = q sin Q and equations (15) and (16) become

d¢=qcosQdx+qsinQdy (17)
d)1f=-pq sinQdx-•-pq cosQdy (18)

Multiplying each side of equation (18) by 1 and adding to equation

(17) D
az = gf (dyd + % dur) (19)

where z = x + iy .
q

Equation (19) is the mapping function from the hodograph plane to the

physical plane.

The equations of motion in the hodograph plane are obtained from

equation (19) as followsz
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Ehuating real and imaginary parts of equation (19) Yields

Q PQ

dy.-1§.lE.9d¢+£2ä.9dq; (gg)‘Q PQ

As long as the correspondence between the physical and hodograph plane

is one to one, x and y can be expressed as functions of q,Q, and ¢ and

WV as functions of q,Q• Thus

Q d d dQ¢=¢Q q+¢g
dv/e WQ dQ+ WQ dQ (21)

where the partial derivatives are taken with respect to the independent

variables indicated as subscripts• Substituting equations (21) into

· equations (20), the following expressions for dx and dy are obtained:

d cosQ¢ _sin9 )d— x=< Q ql oq WQ q

ao
sinQdys(

Q ¢Q+ pq IVQ QQ

+ äéag-E +cos°G )dQ (22)(Q ¢9 ¤q WQ
Since the left hand side of equations (22) are exact differentials, the

reciprocity relation can be applied, and, therefore,
Ö

Ö cos Q _ ein Q Ö)
~ Ö cos

QÖ-Ö(q¢Qmwq °ÖÄ<<1¢°o<1w°
Ö (sinQ¢ +cosQ )

Ö (sinQ +gg,g9..... ..... ........ __,,_,__w)9
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Performing the indicated differentiations yields
_ sin Q ¢ _ cos Q _ cos 9 _ 1 Q d 1 )q q PQ Wqg q?
Oqq ,-,q‘*'q qz 6 °*" Wädq pq (23)

Multiplying the first of equations (23) by cos 9 and the second by
sin 9 and adding yields

l 1...lV =_¢Pq q° (24) _
Multiplying the first of equations (23) by sin Q and the second by

cos Q and subtracting yields

2,; .1;) ¤.(;.)q Q °¤q pq (26)
Differentiating equation (2),

qdq_+g·P=Q
D

or
gpßendq DQ (26)

Using equation (26) and the fact that a2 = dp/dp, where "a" is the

velocity of sound,

i‘2=§B.‘}.2=-E2dq dpdq 82 (27)

Using equation (27) and the definition of the Mech number, M = q/ao

£i....];..)-.1;.dP-..l·.=-.];. 1—M2 28dq(pq S
pzqaä pq2

pq2( ) ( )

I
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·By substituting equation (28) into equation (25), the equations of

motion in the hodograph plane become

¢Q ·= § wq 5
röq =· · éq- (1 - M2)11!6 (29)

Since the coefficients of the derivatives in equations (29) are

functions of the independent variables only, these equations are linear.

In fact, owing to the choice of Q and q, the coefficients are functions

of ¤n1y one independent variable, q•
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VII. SYMMETRIZATION OF THE HODOGRAPH EQUATIONS
E

The hodograph equations (29) can be put into a more convenient

form by an elementary transformation of variables. By a change of the

independent variables from Q, q to 9,q where'E is defined as

q (30)

the problem is removed from the original hodograph plane to a so-called

”distorted" hodograph plane. The angle Q remains unchanged in this

transformation and E is the magnitude of the distorted velocity. In-

serting equation (30) in the hodograph equations of a compressible flow,

equations (29) become
V

¢ =„l (/1 - M2 \ßQ D q
1¢ "'EWeq (21)

These equations are symetrical and simpler in form than the original
‘ hodograph equations.·
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Figure 1. Physical, Hodograph, and Distorted Hodograph
Planes
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VIII. PHYSIOAL INTERPRETATION OF A LINEARIZED

PRESSURE-DENSITY RELATIONSHIP

The transformation of the equations of motion into the hodograph

plane linearizes the non-linear equations. However, the resulting

linear differential equations are rather complicated. The Russian

mathematician Chaplygin gave the first extensive discussion of the

hodograph equations and their applications to problems of gaseous jets

in 1904. He introduced an approximation which will be discussed pre-

sently. 0haplygin's work remained relatively unnoticed until the early

thirties when Demtchenko and Busemann used the method for certain prob-

lems in gas dynamics. Th. von Karman finally made an essential im-

provement in the method of approximation and thus made possible the

application of Chaplygin‘s procedure to modern airfoil theory. The

method of approximation based on von Karman's idea was worked out by

H. S. Tsien (reference 13).

In equations (31), the factor

becomes
·EEJ1-M2 (32)

if the constant, po, is not considered to be normalized, that is, pc

is not equal to unity. Chaplygin first noticed that the factor (32)

differs little from unity for subsonic flow with M not too close to 1.

For the incompressible flow case, M = O, p = pO = constant, and the
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factor (32) is identically equal to unity. For the compressible flow

case, by using equation (13), the factor (32) can be written

1 1 (33)
P 2

Developing in powers of M2, equation (33) becomes

.‘gQv1···M2 = (1+äMZ-+(2·Y)!;é+...)<1-Elf--§+...)
and therefore

Ä (34)
Thus the factor (32) differs from unity only as a result of terms

oftheorder of M4 and higher. Taking Y ¤ 1.40 and M = 0.5, the factor
(32) differs from 1 only by about 2 per cent. Consequently, for rela-

tively low speed compressible fluld flow the factor (32) can be replaced

approximately by unity and the hodograph equations (31) become simply

¢„=-lv (26)q G

That is, the hodograph equations reduce to the Cauchy-Riemann relations.

Replacing the factor (32) by unity can also be interpreted in a

different way. It can be seen from equation (33) that if Y had the

value Y = -1, the factor (32) would be exactly unity. Therefore, for

l(<1„ the assumption of Y = -1 satisfies the Chaplygin conition exactly.
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Of course, a gas with this property, that is, with a negative ratio of

the specific heats, does not exist. However, the true meaning of the

condition Y = -1 can be arrived at by considering the isentropic re-

lation between pressure and density for such an ”imaginary" gas. For

any perfect gas, the isentropes are given by equation (1). Therefore,

Y for the "imaginary” gas,

„ pp = constant (36)

In other words, Y = -1 corresponds to a straight-line isentrope (see

Fig. 5) on the p versus 1/p plane. The general equation for a straight

line can be written as
p=g+L sw

D

with k and L as constants. Now, by a proper choice of k and L, equa-

tion (37) can be made a tangent to the true isentropic curve. Hence,

Chap1ygin's condition that factor (32) equal unity is satisfied if the

true isentrope is replaced by its tangent. Chaplygin, and later

Busemann and Demtchenko, used the line tangent at the point (po, po),

that is, the point corresponding to the stagnation conditions. Of

course, this choice gives a good approximation only for comparatively

low velocities for which p and p do not differ much from pO and po

respectively. Later, Karman and Tsien, on the other hand, chose as

point of tangency the point (p°_ , p°_ ) (the point corresponding to

the undisturbed stream conditions), and thus were able to extend
U

appreciably the range of applicability. By properly choosing the
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constants in equation (37), the tangent at the point (p °_ , pw ) is )

represented by

- 2 2 1.. - .1)P P·=· P P··°··<¤.. Q (28)
If equation (1) is replaced by

P " pl P (Q pl) (29)
equations (11) to (ll,) become,

2 d k••
-¤-•8 B dp D2 (40)

- ¤ k (/1 2 .. .1;.) D
P

P pl
<

+ q pl (41)
2 1P ' *****31 + Q (42)

2
}»f s -...9;-..1 + QP (46)

equation (30) becomes,
Q

E == dg
q J1 "' qä (M)QM 1

and after the integration has been performed, equation (A1,) becomes,

E = log1
+ V1 + Q2 (66)

where _

K 8 1 + J. 1 + qäP Q„ (/+6)
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The hodograph equations (31) become,

gg =

gg =-Yi äTa (47)

which are the Cauchy-Riemann relatio¤s•
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IX. DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM

It has been seen that the equations of motion in the "distorted"

hodograph plane reduce to the Cauchy-Riemann relations upon the assump—

tion of a linearized pressure-density relationship. It is well known
‘ that any analytic function is a solution to the Cauchy-Riemann equations.

The problem, therefore, is to find the analytic function which satisfies

the boundary conditions. If the complex potential of a compressible

flow in the physical plane 1s given by O- where $7-= ¢ + iii! , then ·

Vj 2 an W 21 (16)
where Ö. is the complex conjugate of FL .

Using equations (1,8), equation (19) becomes

19 —· ·—dz „ L- \:a€.7-..1.9..)+ 1dQ
2 D 21

19 19 _
cm (49)2 q pq 2 q pq

Substituting equation (1,2) for p in equation (1,9) gives

19 ‘/ 2 19 ‘/ E ..dz .2...(1.;....1-.;.s.),m +2...<l..1....}...:.2..)a¤. (so)2 q 2 q
From equation (1.5).

E „ ...*E°1........ - - äli..;.........•?

and
8-Q.

= 1 + (/1 + q2
Kq 1 (52)
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substituting equations (Sl) and (52) into equation (50) yields ·

dz dfl - gi eig dfl (53)

where w = 9 + iq and (Lie an analytic function of w,

Thus, ........-..

Z = K 9/;* an - -Lv/;’i" an (64)
2 2K

The function (Lie the complex potential of a compressible flow in

the physical plane or in the hodograph plane, depending on in which

plane it is being considered, However, if S7. is considered as a func-

tion of w, it is analytic and represents the complex potential of an

incompressible fluid flow in the w-plane,

Since the boundary in the physical plane is given in any problem,

the left side of equation (64) is fixed, It would be desirable to

find a relation between w andSl which will allow the integrations to

be performed on the right side of equation (54), IfS1 represents the

complex potential of an incompressible fluid flow in the w·plane, then

the imaginary part of.Q.must be a constant on the boundary in the w-

plane in order to satisfy the boundary condition that the boundary of

the given body be one of the streamlines in the physical plane, The

remaining boundary condition is that the velocity component normal to

the boundary in the physical plane must vanish at the surface of the

body, This condition requires that the derivative of the real part of
A

SL, taken with respect to the normal to the boundary, vanish over the

surface of the body, Since the velocity distribution over the given

body in the physical plane is not know, then the boundary in the
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w-plane is also not known and the boundary conditions cannot be satis-

fied directly.

In order to overcome the difficulty that the boundary conditions
l

cannot be satisfied directly in the w-plane an auxilliary Ä -plane is

introduced, where Ä = f + 17]. There will now exist some conformal
transformation w = w(Lj) under which equation (54,) will remain invariant.

If!). is now identified as the complex potential of a uniform incom-

pressible flow past a circle in the Ä -plane, there will be some rela-

tion between Q. and w = w(Ä). This relation is not known, however, since

the exact form of the mapping function w = w(Ä) is not known. Since

it is known that some relation between Sl and w must exist through the

parameter C , it is permissible to set

d¤ = r<ä> (66)
in equation (54) and then determine the arbitrary analytic function,

f(Ä), so that the boundary conditions are satisfied over the given

boundary in the physical plane.

If .Q.= G(Ä) is the complex potential of a uniform incompressible

flow in the Ä -plane then, by equation (55), equation (54,) becomes

1 c' at 2 dä (56)
and

‘
" i log
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Since w = Q + id', the magnitude of the velocity of the compressible I

fluid flow can be obtained from equations (57) and (45), for

o <66>
and

q _ 16 r 1 2- ..1/.;.._
1 — IG'/2f') (sa)

It is clear from equation (59) that [G'/2f'\< 1.
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V
X. DETERMINATION OF THE ARBITRARY ANALYTIC FUNCTION fg;}

If mapping equation (56) is to keep the point at infinity fixed and

is to be such that q,„ is bounded, then f'(C) must have the form

°° br·<<>=Zg§.bgfün=0
where the constants bn are to be determined.

It will be found that the constant, bo, determines the velocity of

the flow at infinity and the proper choice of the constant bl insures

that the mapping of the circle from the Z;-plane to the streamline in

the z-plane will give a closed curve. The other coefficients of f'(C),

and thus f(L) may be so determined that the flow be past a preassigned

obstacle.

If the function f(Z) has been fixed in equation (56), then each

point in the :'-plane exterior to the circle R is mapped into a point

in the z-plane such that the velocity of the compressible flow at the

point z is given by equation (59) and the boundary of the circle

läl = R goes into a closed streamline in the z-plane (assuming bl has

been suitable chosen). Therefore to solve the direct problem, that is,

to obtain a uniform flow past a preassigned body, one need only deter-

mine
f(€)

such that the transformation in equation (56) transforms the

circle (Öl = R into a preassigned shape.

Because the left side of equation (56) is not an analytic function,

the mapping of the circle onto the preassigned curve is not identical,

point by point, with the conformal mapping of the circle onto the pre-

assigned curve. Denote the conformal mapping by·a>= ai?). The
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assumption of Gelbart, in order to obtain a simple and highly accurate,

though not exact, means of obtaining f(§), is that the inverse images

of the two mappings, the conformal and the one given by equation (56),

of the same point on the given curve subtend a small angle at the cen-

ter of the circle Z = Reiö, 0 é ö<2rr• This has been verified for

airfoil shapes and curves of circular shape by Gelbart•

· On the basis of this assumption the maximum value of

dÄ4f' Ä

is small for C= Reiö• By equating coefficients of like powers of eiö

in z(Z§) and in w(l[), and thus determining f(Z,), it is assumed that the

terms neglected in this process will be small•
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Figure 2. The Auxilliaryö -Pl&I1€
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XI. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD TO AN ARBITRARY JOUKOWSKY AIRFOIL A

The method previously described in this thesis will now be applied

to an arbitrary Joukowsky type airfoil for a given angle of attack, 0.,

and a flow whose speed at infinity is q °„.

To satisfy the Kutta-Joukowsky condition (that the trailing edge

of the airfoil must be a stagnation point), the flow past the circle

Ö = Reiö with an angle of attack, ai, or a circulation

P = -4:rrq R sin(ai +,44) (60)
ig?

is given by —ia
-i · B2 if-° Äe i

G( = gg G1 + ---··-— •· -··— ]_ --—--2rr og R (Öl)
where /44 is a constant angle defined by the location of the center of

the circle to be transformed (see Fig. 2). The stagnation points on

the circle occur at ö = 0° and 6 = l80° + 2ui +/L . Taking the deriva—
tive of G(C) and substituting equation (60)for-5_

2i R sin(c1 +/4) 2""‘>‘¤16°°‘[l*ü*é——‘·—·zB:mz;··’Ö e i C e i (62)

Squaring each side of equation (62),

2 2 -216 1 1 1 1

where
Ao = l

ldiAl = Lille sin(¤i +/4)
„ _ 2 2iu 2A2 2R 6 1 [1 +2A3
= -4iR3e3iai sin(¤.i +/4)

AL = Rl*e4i°‘i ’
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Raaaii that 1·•(;) = E-5 , Lat I
n=O I

·% * i gg£•
4 gu (65)n=OHence

I
¤ ¤ 661 E;n¤=OÄ n=O< ( )

Iso that I

1 = bo BG ·
I

Equations (67) can be solved for Bb:
8 JL-Bo bo

For later use and B2 in terms of the unknown constants bb are given: I
b1Ibo

b2 bi (69)
B ¤ - ·-- + •-•2 b2 3

O bg

Now it is possible to write

,2 2g 2 e—21¤i °° D l_1·• 2: q1•·· ¤ g¤ (VG)n=O
WhBI°€ Dn ‘ .AoB¤ "" ••• +
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Thus

°° D_ [G;£;;)]2d _ 2 Zici E ·- -6 1 - E
11+1

1 og; ncn (72)
n=l

and
= b_l + bol + bl logl 2: (I1 (,73)

n=l u

On the circle Ä = Reiö, equation (56) becomes

°° b16 -z¤b +bRe +blogR+b (16)- Ageinö
.1 O 1 l nnRn=l
2 210.1 oe "

- - 6 - - D
- ä.•.;’2.i.....(DO Re 1 ·•· D1 log R - Dl(16) - -P-tl ei¤ö> (71,)4 11RnÄ n=l

The Joukowski transformation that maps the exterior of a circle

of radius R onto the exterior of an airfoil is given by

¤>(Ä) ‘ Ä Ä ‘* C2

° Ä " go

. Ä Ä ,, ~°°”¤ 4 *‘ (vs)
n=l Ä160

where Z,°O = Roe is the center of the circle in the Ä -plane and C is

a constant distance determined by the location of {O in the Z:-plane

(see Fig. 2). On the circle Ä= Reiö, equation (75) becomes _

2 n-l16 16 °° C ÄQ -1116w(Re )= ··{o + Re + Rn e (76)
n=l

Equating coefficients of like terms in equations (74) and (76),

the following simultaneous equations for bu are obtained:
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2 2ia

-g =b +b 1b (77)o -1 1 g 4 1 g

q2 82lQi
R = Rbo + .i4£L..... D (78)AR 2

2 210.1Q G ..O = bl + _l;22l.... D1 (79)

2 2 2i9. , _ 2 - 21.26.2..2 RÜ (80)R R L 9
and

Q n-1C b.....5..%... = • 9 I1 *2 2 (81)Rn ¤R
Since Dn is a function of bo, bl, •••, bn only, equations (78), (79),

and (80) can be solved for bo, bl, and b2. Once these are obtained,

equation (77) can be trivially solved for b_1• Equation (81) can also

be trivially solvd for bn, n ä 3• It remains then only to solve

equations (78), (79), and (ao) rer be, bl, and bz.
Equation (79)9 it should be pointed out, is the condition on bl

that the mapping of the circle §°= Reiö by equation (56) be a closed

Cu1°VB•

Equations (78), (79), and (80) are definitely not linear equations

in bo or bo• But if, from equation (58), the value of qi ßa in terms of
9

bo is substituted into the three equations they become linear in SO, bl,

and bz, where ßo is the absolute value of bo, that is, ßo = [bo].
For the point at infinity equation (58) gives rise to the relation

-ia
Oue 1

2 bo (82)
i

_
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or

2 -1 (0.-ai) -1 (a·ai)
qi,“= K bo e = 2P be e (83)

where a is the angle of attack of the compressible flu1d flow past the

airfoil, and
1 q··

P g bi. B
21 + 1 + q,. (84)

0 < 1>< 1 (65)

Since q and P are real, the argument of b must be a - 0 , or
j.,¢° Ö 1

1(a-ai) _
b = Bo e • Equat1on (83) thenbecomeso

P

After substituting equation (86) and Do = ;_l- 1nto equation (80),
bo

1b2 = - 02 - Pzsonzb (87)
Now

D1 =A°Blg

-
El -

A„1Re·-ici s1n(0.i +/u)
-2 —
bo bo · (88)

The substitution of this and equation (86) into equation (79)yieldsThe

complex conjugate of equation (89) results in

Tbl == P2e°2i° bl -· Bo 9i¤(¤i "’/*‘) (90)(
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and by substituting equation (90) into equation (89), equation (89)

I becomes
bl bl +

41p‘R6i°
so S1¤(¤i +,u) - 411>2Rei° so a1n(¤i +/¢) ·= 0 (91)

Hence 2
b 41P Reia si¤(¤1 +/¢)

B (92)1 1 + P2 °
Proceeding as before,

D2 = AOB2 + A1B1 + AZBO
.5 °2 "'idi TBB -I_§ + hä + 4iRe 21 Si¤(¤i +/l)
bo ba bo 1

_ 2R2e”2i°i [1bo

(93)
The substitution of this as well as equations (92) and (87) into equation
(78) yields a linear equation in Bo: I

1 I
R2 _ B°6i(a-¤i)R2 1 Pgezia C2 PABOR2 8 (0-01)

Ii_ 16P6R2e (a-ai)B° sin2(ai +;¢)
(1 + P2)2 1 I

1

1 + P2

- ZPZRZ Bo ei(°°°i)[l + 2sin2(ai +/4)] (94) I
Thus the solution for BO can be written I

QB'9 61(a-ai)R2(l _ P2)2 1 _ [2P sin(ai +/u) (95) I1 + P2 I
1
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In determining the coefficients of f(§) it is desirable to do so

in terms of q°„ and a, which are to be considered as preassigned• The

quantity ai must then be considered as an unknown, The four equations

for SO, bl, b2, and ai are then equations (78), (79), (80), and (83)•

Since ßo must be real, ai can be obtained by setting the imaginary part

of equation (95) equal to zero:

I {@2
-

P2 e2i°‘ C2] O (96)m
or

2U -
R2 sin(a · ai) - P C2 sin(a + ai) = O (9*7)

Hence

(98)sin(a + ai) R2
It is seen from equation (98) that Q is positive, From equation (98)

sin ai cos a - cos ai sin a
sin ai cos a + cos ai sin a B Q (99)

and
_ tan a B tan Q )1 tan ai Q <} + tan ai U (109) (

tan Qi = tan

Ö,where

P C 2
Q 1 (102)

Since O é a·<90O, ai always has a solution between O and90°>

and ai = a• When a 0, ai 0,
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To obtain bn, n ä 3, equation (81) is solvedz

bh " ·· (H — 1) 02;:;-2 , H *-2 3 (103)

·=
-i LM) bf —< *23* Z «:¤

n¤3
00 '2

o Ä {Ü? ” z»n
n=3

b b
o Ä 2,*2 {2 (Ä- go)? (104)

Also, 2
f(Ä)=b +b Ä +b logf-Eli +

C2
-1 0 1 { § - 20 (105)

where b_l, bo, bl, and bz are given by the equations (77), (95), (92),

BlldThe

velocity at any point on the airfoil is given by

I°' ‘ Iq » *· I
1 (mg:) I

2 (106)
' 2f' Z

I
I
I
I
I
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XII, RESULTS OF COMPUTATIONS

Computations have been carried out for an arbitrarily chosen

Joukowsky airfoil (see Fig, 3) having the following geometric

characteristics:

{Q • Re ei6° ¤ 0,18 ei(-33o41') and R = 1,155, ‘The constants
which are involved in the computations for a freestream Mach number

of 0,5 are given in Table 1, The velocity distributions calculated

for the actual profile for angles of attack of 0°, 5°, and l0° and

the same Mach number are given in Table 2, The velocity distributions

are also plottd for the three angles of attack in Figure 4,

The pressure distribution over the airfoil can be readily obtained

once the velocity distribution is known and by a direct integration of

the pressures which act over the airfoil the lift can be obtained, I

I
I
I
II

E

I

I

-
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TABLE 1.
COMPUTATIONAL CONSTANTS

M,. ·= 0.5 P = 0.2679 RO = 0.18 c = 1.0
qw = 0.5774 R = 1.155 Öo = -33° 41* /‘= 40 58*

1.1002 1.1072 1.1202 11
qi 0.5884 0.5932 0.6002 f9

¤ 1.1002 1.1071 - 10.0010 1.1201 - 10.0196 11Bi 10.0297 -0.0047 + 10.0593 -0.0140 +10.0886b2

-1.1054 1.1046 - 10.0175 -1.1015 - 10.0349

1
1‘ 1
I
1
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TABLE 2.

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION, q/q°_

(M„¤ 0.5; R = 1.155; RO = 0.18; ö° = -33° 41*)

ai 0 o

30 1.015 1.029 1.047
50 1.142 1.182 1.222

70 1.274 1.348 1.418
90 1.390 1.513 1.626

110 1.469 1.657 1.835

130 1.482 1.768 2.044
150 1.376 1.818 2.265
170 0.946 1.661 2.464

190 0.408 0.414 1.372
210 1.200 0.713 0.245
230 1.219 0.953 0.694

250 1.112 0.956 0.800
270 0.995 0.900 0.801
290 0.900 0.842 0.777

310 0.842 0.809 0.765
330 0.830 0.818 0.786
350 0.903 0.949 0.899

4
* — —
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XIII• CONCLUSION I
From the preceeding investigation, it may be concluded that the

method of calculating subsonic compressible flows proposed by Gelbart

is valid and practical for arbitrary airfoil shapes for which a convenient

mapping function exists,

It was found that the method can be carried out with comparative ease

as ccmpared to numerical methods of solution and therefore lends itself

to engineering use.

A particular advantage of the method is that it allows the approxi-

mate solution of the direct problem, that is, the flow about a given

body at a prescribed angle of attack and freestream Mach number.

II
.
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